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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Sawtooth oak (Quercus acutissima Carruth.) was direct seeded at two locations, one with a poorly drained
clay soil and the other with a well-drained silty clay loam.
For comparison, Nuttall oak (Q. nuttallii Palmer) was direct seeded on the poorly drained clay soil. On the
well-drained silty clay loam, sawtooth oak was 18 ft taller
and 2.4 inches larger in d.b.h. at age 22 than on the poorly
drained clay soil. On the clay, sawtooth oak grew faster
than Nuttall oak, but survival was lower. Almost all
sawtooth oaks were producing acorns on both sites; however, no developing acorns were found on the Nuttall
oaks. Sawtooth oak is a viable alternative for planting on
a wide range of Mississippi Delta forest types. Because
sawtooth oak has a poorer form than Nuttall oak, its primary use is as a source of wildlife food. Sawtooth oak
could be included in plantings with the multiple objectives of timber production and wildlife use because it
grows well and could potentially be used for pulpwood.

Sawtooth oak was introduced into the United States
in 1862 from its natural range in eastern Asia. It has been
widely planted in the United States as a food tree for
wildlife because it produces acorns as early as the fifth
or sixth growing season and produces seed crops almost every year thereafter (Mercer 1969, Olson 1974).
It has also been used to reclaim spoil banks (McMinn
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and Crane 1984). Most plantings are descended from

trees grown on the University of Georgia campus, Athens, GA, and at the National Plant Introduction Station,
Savannah, GA (USDA SCS 1965).
Sawtooth oak has been successfully planted on upland areas of the Coastal Plain, Piedmont, and Appalachian regions (Schoenike 1971, Sullivan and Young
1961). This study was begun in 1970 to describe the
development and seed production of sawtooth oak on
bottomland sites in the Mississippi Delta. Francis and
Johnson (1985) reported results of this study after 14
growing seasons.

oak, planMETHODS
Two sites with different soil characteristics were selected and direct seeded. The Huntington Point site, in
Bolivar County, Mississippi, has a Commerce-Convent
soil association (fine-coarse-silty, mixed, thermic Aeric
Fluvaquents) with a silty clay loam surface layer underlain by fine sandy loam. The soil has a pH of 7.4. Southern bottomland oak species are generally unsuitable for
soils with a pH in excess of 7.5 (Baker and Broadfoot
1979, Broadfoot 1976). In rare years when the Missis-

sippi River overflows its levee, the site floods to a depth
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up to 6 ft for as long as 2.5 months; however, the soil is
well drained when not flooded. The Delta Experimental
Forest site in Washington County, Mississippi, has a
Sharkey-Alligator soil association (very fine, montmorillonitic, acid, thermic Vertic Haplaquepts) with clayey texture throughout and a pH of 5.2. Although the area rarely
floods from overflow water, this soil is generally saturated during the winter and spring and often possesses
a perched water table during the dormant season because water infiltration from winter rain is slow.
Both sites were within larger areas cleared for plantation establishment of other species at the same time and
were mechanically cleared and disked before seeding.
During April of 1970, two to four acorns were planted 1
to 2 inches deep in spots spaced 10 ft by 10 ft. The Huntington Point site had 80 seed spots of sawtooth oak,
whereas the Delta Experimental Forest site had 96 seed
spots each of sawtooth and Nuttall oaks in alternating
rows. The seed spots were hoed twice during the first
year, and the sites were mowed between the rows in the
second and third years. Because the sawtooth oak alternated with Nuttall oak and the Nuttall oak was smaller,
the sawtooth oak measurements represent sizes that are
probably larger than those occurring in a monospecific
plantation of sawtooth oak.
During the winter after the 22d growing season, the
sites were remeasured for diameter at breast height

(d.b.h.) with a diameter tape, and heights were taken
with a clinometer. If more than one tree occupied a seed
spot, the largest tree diameter was measured. Acorn
production was determined in July 1992 by using binoculars to observe the presence of developing acorns.
Diameters and heights of the Nuttall and sawtooth oaks
on the Delta Experimental Forest site and the sawtooth
oak at Huntington Point were compared using a t-test.
Survival of Nuttall and sawtooth oaks on the Delta Experimental Forest site was compared by calculating 22
from a 2x2 contingency table.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heights and diameters were significantly different
(p ~0.001) between species at the Delta Experimental
Forest site and between locations for sawtooth oak. Average tree height, diameter, growth, and survival and
acorn production percentages are presented in table 1.
There are moderate differences in average diameter and
height between sawtooth oak and Nuttall oak at the Delta
Experimental Forest site. The early differences noted by
Francis and Johnson (1985) have been maintained or
have increased over the most recent a-year period. Recent average height growth has been the same for the

Table I.- Comparison of average height, diameter, growth, survival, and acorn production at 22 years
after planting for sawtooth oak on two sites and Nuttatt oak on one site
Sawtooth oak

Item for Comparison*
Height (ft)
Diameter (inches)
Height growth (ft)
Diameter growth (inches)
Survival (percent)
Acorn production (percent)

Huntington
Point

Nuttall oak

Delta
Experimental
Forest

66
8.7
32
3.6
53
95

*Growth data represent growth over eight growing seasons.

48
6.3
20
2.3
60
96

Delta
Experimental
Forest
43
5.1
20
2.1
70
0

two species, but the difference between average diameters for the two species has increased. Figure 1 is a
view of the sawtooth oak plantation at Huntington Point.
Figure 2 shows the contrast between sawtooth oaks and
Nuttall oaks at the Delta Experimental Forest site.
Sawtooth oak grows much better on the well-drained
soil of the Huntington Point site than on the heavy clay
soil at the Delta Experimental Forest site (table 1). At
Huntington Point, sawtooth oak has grown an average
of 4 ft in height per year and 0.45 inch in d.b.h. per year
over the last 8 years. Although this represents excellent
growth, Shumard oak (Quercus shumardiiBuckl.) grows
as well as or slightly better than sawtooth oak on similar
well-drained sites (Kennedy and Krinard 1985). Because
sawtooth oak performs similarly to these other oak species on two contrasting sites, it would be an acceptable
choice on eith,er heavy clays or well-drained soils.

Figure 2.- Theplantation at Delta Experimental Forest,
Mississippi, showing sawtooth oak growing on
the left and Nuttall oak, on the right.

Figure l.-- The sawtooth oak plantation growing at Huntington Point, Mississippi.

Survival of sawtooth oak was less than that of Nuttall
oak at the Delta Experimental Forest site (table 1, p
<0.05). Direct seeding of Nuttall oak is probably more
successful than for any other southern oak; the survival
of sawtooth oak is comparable to most other oak species. Direct seeding of sawtooth oak requires that more
acorns be planted per acre to achieve stocking equal to
that of Nuttall oak. McMinn and Crane (1984) reported
90 percent survival at 5 years for sawtooth oak seedlings planted on a spoil bank.The direct seeded sawtooth
oaks may have had greater mortality than those of planted
seedlings because of seed mortality or predation or
greater amounts of competing vegetation.

Almost all sawtooth oaks at both sites were producing
acorns (table 1). Ten percent fewer sawtooth oaks were
producing acorns 8 years ago (Francis and Johnson
1985). None of the Nuttall oaks bore developing acorns
(table 1). Although Olson (1974) suggests that Nuttall
oak may produce acorns as early as age 5, no acorns
were observed at age 14 or 22 at the Delta Experimental Forest site. Although no data were recorded for quantity or quality of acorn production, many of the sawtooth
oaks possessed large developing crops (fig. 3), and there
were numerous sawtooth oak seedlings growing in the
vicinity of the plantations.

Figure 3.- A branch of a sawtooth oak showing developing acorns. The picture was taken in July.

The d.b.h. (fig. 4a) and height (fig. 4b) distributions of
sawtooth oak were much wider than those for Nuttall oak.
Several sawtooth oaks had died back at some time during stand development. Other sawtooth oaks were apparently poor phenotypes because they were much
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smaller than neighboring trees, although there was no
evidence of dieback. The greater variability of sawtooth
oak may indicate an opportunity to thin these stands.
Thinning from below would leave superior, faster growing trees, shorten rotations, and,. Presumably, increase
seed production.
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Distributions of sawtooth oak by; a, diameter at breast height (d. b.h.); b, height; Delta
Experimental Forest (DEF), Mississippi site, and Huntington Point (HP), Mississippi
site and of Nuttall Oak on the DEF site.

Figure 5.- The branches of sawtooth oak as seen here are persistent and relatively large.

Although sawtooth oak growth and seed production
are greater than those of Nuttall oak, stem quality is
poorer (fig. 5). Lower limbs are retained longer than those
of Nuttall oak, and stem crook is more commonSawtooth
oak has rougher bark than Nuttall oak, and some stem
crook or top dieback may be due to greater loads of vines.
Sawtooth oak may not be suitable for quality sawlog production without pruning and vine control. However,
sawtooth oak is planted primarily as a food tree for wildlife, and thus log quality may be less important than for
other oak species.

When timber production is one of the objectives of
management, sawtooth oak may be suitably grown in
combination with other, later seeding oaks. Sawtooth oak
would provide early acorn production for wildlife and later
could be discriminated against while marking for pulpwood thinnings to provide growing space for the more
commercially valuable, later seeding oaks. If sawtooth
oak was seeded with another species of similar growth
rate, intimate mixtures or alternating rows could be used.
If either species has a much greater growth rate, then at
least the slower growing species should be seeded in
blocks of three or more successive rows to lessen interspecific
competition.
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